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In recent years, quantum field theories have been studied by mathematicians
using, among others, two approaches: functorial field theories and their variations
following [1, 13, 15] axiomatizing the state space and the partition function; and
the more recent approach via factorization algebras (cf. [4]) axiomatizing the structure of the observables of perturbative quantum field theories. In this talk, after
providing an introduction to both, we will explain how to relate these two concepts
in the case of topological field theories, see also [5, 6, 12].
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Unravelling the axiomatization by Atiyah, n-dimensional topological field theories
(nTFTs) are symmetric monoidal functors out of a suitable category of spacetimes,
called bordisms, which are n-dimensional topological manifolds, perhaps required
to be smooth, or equipped with some tangential structure such as an orientation or
a framing. In general, functorial field theories allow for spacetimes endowed with
more general types of geometries, such as a conformal or Euclidean structure,
encoded as a sheaf G on the site of n-dimensional manifolds valued in a suitable
target category, usually taken to be sets or, to allow for homotopical versions,
spaces. Passing to higher categories of cobordisms as defined in joint work with
Calaque in [5] leads to (fully) extended field theories which in the topological case
describe locality of the field theory: the Cobordism Hypothesis [10] shows that
fully extended nTFTs are fully determined by their value at a point.
However, important examples of quantum field theories may not fit into this
framework, as can already be seen in Segal’s weakly conformal field theories of
[13]. This leads to the generalization in form of twisted field theories as defined by
Stolz-Teichner in [14], which implement the idea that the partition function may
not be a number, but rather an element in some line or vector space. A twisted
n-dimensional field theory is an (op)lax natural transformation from the trivial
field theory (sending everything to the monoidal unit) to an n-dimensional field
theory called the twist. In the fully extended case, a definition requires a notion
of (op)lax natural transformations in the setting of higher categories, as was given
in joint work with Johnson-Freyd in [8].
The target of an (extended) nTFT should be taken to be a (delooping of) the
category of (dg) vector spaces (n)Vect. An example in the once-extended case
is the bicategory of Bimod of algebras, bimodules, and intertwiners. Examples
of deloopings of Bimod as higher categories have been constructed in joint work
with Calaque [6] and Johnson-Freyd [8].
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Factorization algebras should be thought of as multiplicative versions of cosheaves.
As such they encode the structure of the observables of perturbative quantum field
theories, as we’ll see in the lecture series by Ryan Grady, Si Li, and Brian Williams.
Definition. Let G be a geometry on n-dimensional manifolds. A G-factorization
algebra is a symmetric monoidal functor
F : MfldG,q −→ S ⊗
satisfying descent for Weiss covers. Here, MfldG,q is a category of G-manifolds
and G-isometric embeddings.
If the target S naturally is a homotopical category, i.e. a symmetric monoidal
(∞, 1)-category, this definition should be modified to this setting. When considering a fixed n-dimensional manifold M , a factorization algebra on M does not see
any geometry:
Definition. A factorization algebra F on M is an algebra over the colored operad
with open sets in M as colors and
(
{∗} if U1 q . . . q Un ⊆ V ;
PreF actM (U1 , . . . , Un ; V ) =
∅
otherwise,
'

satisfying multiplicativity, i.e. F(U ) ⊗ F(V ) −
→ F(U q V ), and descent for Weiss
covers.
We will see several examples and variations appearing throughout the talks
this week: conformal nets (Henriques), structures appearing in algebraic quantum
field theory (Rejzner), algebro-geometric versions (Cliff), and several topological
examples (Kapranov, Knudsen). Topological factorization algebras are obtained
from factorization homology [9, 2, 3, 7, 11]: the are defined locally and “glued
together” using the tangential structure of a manifold. The local data needed for
this procedure in the framed case is that of an En -algebra in S.
Factorization homology is the key ingredient in relating topological factorization algebras and functorial topological field theories. The target of the latter
will be a symmetric monoidal Morita-(∞, n + 1)-category Algptd
n (S). Its objects
are En -algebras, morphisms from A to B are En−1 -algebras which are (A, B)bimodules, 2-morphisms are bimodules of bimodules, ... and n-morphisms are
pointed bimodules of ... of bimodules. Its (n + 1)-morphisms are intertwiners,
but the non-invertible ones cannot be seen by the n-dimensional theory. This
(∞, n + 1)-category can be built using factorization algebras on Rn which satisfy certain constructibility conditions to encode the objects and k-morphisms for
1 ≤ k ≤ n. We restrict to explaining the framed case. The main theorem of my
thesis [12], of which I will outline the proof in the talk, is the following:
Theorem. (Calaque-S. [6]) Let S be a symmetric monoidal (∞, 1)-category which
is ⊗-sifted-cocomplete. Given any object in Algptd
n (S), i.e. an En -algebra A in
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S, the assignment sending a point to A extends to a fully extended framed ndimensional topological field theory
FHn (A) : Bordfnr −→ Algptd
n (S).
Moreover, any fully extended framed nTFT with target Algptd
n (S) arises this way.
The target is not a delooping of Vect since its bimodules are pointed. However,
forgetting the pointings yields a forgetful functor of (∞, n + 1)-categories U :
Algptd
n (S) → Algn (S) and a twisted framed nTFT with twist T = U ◦ F Hn (A),
1

Bordfnr

Algn (S).
T

Corollary. Let S be a symmetric monoidal (∞, 1)-category which is ⊗-siftedcocomplete. Equivalent data are
(1) topological factorization algebras with target S
(2) twisted framed nTFTs with target Algn (S).
Remark. The implication (1) =⇒ (2) in the corollary is the fully extended topological case of a theorem by Dwyer-Stolz-Teichner, which shows that G-factorization
algebras valued in the category of chain complexes S = Ch lead to twisted G-field
theories with target the bicategory of dg categories, bimodule categories, and intertwiners. We expect this construction to fully extend using similar methods.
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